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Supply Chain -
Import, Export and 
Foreign Currency

As a leading end-to-end Supply Chain solution provider, Uniware has 
implemented many integrated, wireless and scanning warehouse 
and production solutions with our customers. 

AusVantage software gives our clients the capabilities to efficiently move 
the stock in and out of a warehouse with the end goal to increase the 
profitability of sales.



Designed to 
manage business processes

The benefits of AusVantage software are as followed;

As well as offering comprehensive reporting and enquiry suite which 
allows tracking by voyage, container and purchase order. AusVantage 
ERP system is a highly regarded software solution for multiple industries.

Multiple currency support
Inventory management
Stock costing
Complete or slip receipts
Automated customs process
Lot tracking



The sharp end of AusVantage improves customer service levels, 
streamlining operational processes such as importing, exporting, 
distribution, warehouse and manufacturing functions. Versatile sales 
order processing, advanced inventory management, automated 
importing functions and flexible warehousing management tools will 
drive your productivity. 

Advanced technologies such as BI/reporting to monitor your 
replenishment and demand planning. Mobility integration with PDA - 
order management and RFID/Barcode scanning for warehouse and 
manufacturing operations.

Supply Chain Management 

Full integration into Purchasing, Inventory,
Creditors and General Ledger modules
Facility to enter all related shipment invoices     
in multiple currencies with variable or set  
exchange rates
Forward exchange contract and multiple
exchange rate facility
chase order with choice of on-cost spread    
methods

Complete or split receipts
Comprehensive reporting and enquiry suite
allows tracking by voyage, container and
purchase order
Integrated Fax and Email facilities for 
sending purchase orders directly to suppliers 
(with optional Fax System)
Contract Purchasing management with 
multiple delivery schedules

Importing
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